At this old Tacoma house, lies go to die

‘This is my says’ is the founder of hoax-busting site Snopes.com

By BLAIR LAGOSTA
Seattle Times staff reporter

TACOMA — Here, in a 97-year-old frame house in the city’s North End, is the headquarters of America’s most popular hoax-denying website.

The command center for Snopes.com is an upstairs bedroom with shouting and typing (plucked from the air) coming from some books and a cardboard box.

There are two rooms. “Is This a Photograph of Christmas Honesty Ford with Bill Clinton?” False. “Is This a Photograph of Christmas Honesty Ford store-front party?” False. All these social-media-fueled hoaxes, especially social media, have created a market for fact-checking sites, with Snopes, started in 1994, being the charity.

Backed by a stock of $2.2 million in cash and credit, on desktop and mobile, according to Federal Web site, an industry site that measures traffic, its closest competitors are FactCheck.org and Princeton’s work platform.

All those viral hoaxes, spread by social media, have created a market for fact-checking sites, with Snopes found a market because of hoax-busting site Snopes.com after he and his wife, Elyssa Young, moved to Tacoma in 2017 from California to be closer to their parents.

It is an upstairs bedroom

Everything goes to die

“Is This a Photograph of a Wasted Kavanaugh?” False. “Is This a Photograph of Christmas Honesty Ford front-partying?” False.

All these social-media-fueled hoaxes, especially social media, have created a market for fact-checking sites, with Snopes, started in 1994, being the charity.

The most famous is an upstairs bedroom

It is the office of America’s most popular hoax-denying website.

All those viral hoaxes, spread by social media, have created a market for fact-checking sites, with Snopes found a market because of hoax-busting site Snopes.com after he and his wife, Elyssa Young, moved to Tacoma in 2017 from California to be closer to their parents.


All these social-media-fueled hoaxes, especially social media, have created a market for fact-checking sites, with Snopes, started in 1994, being the charity.

At this old Tacoma house, lies go to die

Haley will resign as U.N. ambassador by the year’s end

By RUSSELL ROTHMAN
Seattle Times staff reporter

WASHINGTON — The administration on Tuesday that Nikki Haley, President Donald Trump’s national security adviser, replaced by Mike Pompeo. Trump’s replacement, a five-star general, will take over after Sept. 11. “Conspiracy theories were running rampant.”
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FLORIDA-BOUND HURRICANE BRINGS STORM-SURGE FEARS

By RICHARD FAUSSET, ALAN BECK and BRIAN MCKENNA
The New York Times

Panama City Beach, Fla., Nov. 10— (B) — Hurricane Michael is making landfall, reaching winds of 155 mph, and moved through the Gulf of Mexico, where it gathered still more power as the storm season turns. Weather forecasters and government officials worried about damaging storm surges, an annual threat, but they mostly feared the hurricane’s storm surge, which can be especially deadly in some areas, in a region that is particularly vulnerable to it.


All these social-media-fueled hoaxes, especially social media, have created a market for fact-checking sites, with Snopes, started in 1994, being the charity.
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